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DANARAY URANIUM i-'INEo LIMITED 
Kincaid Township and Township 29, Range 

Sault Ste.Marie Mining Division 
Province of Ontario

Mining License Ko.A-23070

SCINTILLOMETER SURVEY

PURPOSE

A geophysical investigation consisting of a 
scintillometer survey was run over certain of the areas 
in which previously completed geological and geophysical 
surveys outlined diabace dykes on the claim group. The 
purpose of this survey was to test these dyke areas for 
the presence of radioactivity - in effect, the possible 
indication of pitchblende, the orinciple mineral of uranium,

METHOD

A picket line was cut along the stike of all 
dykes to be tested. This was chained at 25 foot intervals 
and at each 50 foot interval a secondary picket line at 
right angles to the main line,was cut for a distance great 
enough to cover the entire wtith of the dyke and a short 
interval of wall rock. Stations were established at 25 
foot intervals on all right angle lines.

The instrument operator carrying: a scintillometer 
took one reading at each station and at the same time noted 
the type of rock or boulders exposed immediately adjacent to 
the instrument, station.

All instrument readings were plotted on a scale 
of l" - 100' and these were contoured usinj; a contour interval 
of ten scale readings, for all readings less than 100 units.

INTERPRETATION

Experience in the area has shown that over barren 
diabase instrument readings generally range less than 20 units, 
Tne presence of pegmatite and/or granite, whether in place or 
as boulders, tends to increase this reading considerably due 
to the erratic radioactive content of these rocks.



RESULTS.

The survey conducted on the Danaray property did 
not indicate the presence of any radioactive deposits not 
previously known. Furthermore, it did not extend the 
deposits previously located but rather, showed then to be 
confined to the limits previously outlined by other methods.

Toronto, Ontario. 
January 11, 1951*

F.C.Knight,
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Sault Ste, Marie Mining Division.

of the 

Province of Ontario

FINAL REPORT - 1949

Mining Licence if A - 23070 

Property:

The property consists of a compact group of 
twenty-eight unsirveyed and unpatented mining claims 
rubbered:

SSM 17119 - SSM 17124 inclusive 
SSM 17030 - SSM 17038 " 
SSIf. 17040 - SSM 17047 " 
SSM 17053 - SSM 17055 " 
SSM 19535 and SSM 19536

comprising approximately 500 acres and including 
approximately thirty acres "nder the waters of Lake 
Superior. The property straddles a topographical 
projection into Lake Superior, in t. he area refferred 
to as the "Pounte Aux Mines".

Loc ition.

The group is situated in the south-west quarter 
of Township 29, Range 14; and the north-west quarter of 
Kincaid Township in the Sault Ste.i-iarie Mining Division of 
the Province of Ontario.

General Statement :

All calims, with the exception of SSM 17037 
1703S and 17046, are extremely small; the average for the 
entire group being approximately twenty acres per claim.



Performance of '.'.rork.

Lino G ut t i up.:

A ; aseline was cut across the property from 
approximately the westernmost section of the Pointe Aux 
Lines", eastward toward the highway. This line was 
later located at either and by chainages to the southern 
boundary of Township 29, Range 14. It was thus determined 
that the line is approximately east-west in direction. A 
transit was used for survey control.

Picket lines were cut at 400 feet intervals to 
the base line and continued to the property boundaries. The 
most westerly line was numbered 10,OOOE. and is located 
approximately 175 feet east f^on the shore line at the base 
line. This figure was increased by 400 for each consecutive 
line to the east.

Chai nap; e was completed with a 100 foot foot
steel tape ar.d chainage pickets placed at 100 foot intervals 
along all lines. Due to the very rugged topography, shorter 
chainage distances were required consistantly.

Picket lines north from the base line are shot 
and are assumed to run due north. All lines to the south 
were chained in where: they cut across the township line and 
plotted accordingly. A further check on lines cut to the 
lake S'iore was accomplished by use of air photographs.

Geological Survey:

Geological mapping was completed with two
assistants, botn equipped with geiger counters. The group 
was gridded by traverses at fifty foot intervals cetween 
picket lines. Rock outcrops and topographical data were 
located with respect to picket lines by means of pace and 
compass methods. All rock outcrops was tested with a 
geiger counter, and diabase dyke contacts, where the 
overburden appeared light, were stripped at intervals to 
increase the geiger counter efficiency.

Table of Formations.

Recent .................................... gravels and clays

Post Keweenawan ........................... younger diabase.

Upper Kev/eenawan ...,...................... conglomerate

Middle Kev/eenawan ......................... amygdaloidal lava,
basaltic type.
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Table of formations cont* . ,..

Lower Keweenawan ................................ older diabase

Post A l go man? ............,...................... pegmatic dykes

Algoman? ........................................ granite
Batchawanan ..................................... gneissic complex

Datchawanan:

This series constitutes the iaain outcrop mass 

in the western third of the group. It is a highly complex 

group of interbedded lavas and sediments of a fine texture 

type, the entire mass being much folded, sheared and faulted. 

The area has been severly injected by Algoman? granites, and 

later pegmatite and diabase dykes, and in soae areas, only 

remnants of the original Batchawanan Series remains.

A few quartz veins occur in the series, but no 

gold or silver values were contained.

Algoman?

This series composed r.ainly of pink to red 

granite of varying grain size, forms a large mass covering 

the map area to the east of the oatchawanan series. Ron 

the base line north it has been obscured by the i-adcle 

Keweenawan amygdaloid.

Outcrops are 01 varying s ize ar.d from shallow 

to quite steep elevations. The rock appears fresh and 

marsive throughout.

Post Algoman?:

This series is represented in the map area by 

numerous masses and dykes of medium to coarse grained 

pink pegmatite. Mo separate classification has been allowed 

for the series on the map sheet, but rather it has been 

included in the granitic group.



Post Algoman continued,

Along the south shore of the peninsula, a few 
flakes of molybdenite and muscovite, associated with 
peg:ratites, have been observed. Some areas on the group 
predominantly pegmatite, are slightly radioactive.

Lower Keweenawan:

The Lower Keweenawan series is represented in 
the maparea by at least four periods of diabasic intrusion. 
Cutting relationships suggest that the north-east trending 
north-west and north-west by west. No definite relationship 
was determined between the latter two, nor for the small 
east-west rending dykes exposed on claims SSH 17053 and 17054. 
On the eastern boundary of claim SSM 17040 is exposed a mass 
of diabase for which no dyke outline could be determined.

A few small patches of chalcopyrite were roted 
in places in thr: 'aoase, but in no place did structural 
features warrant irther inv estigations. pitchblende was 
observed in a smail apparently localized shear in a north 
west trading dyke on claim SSM 17045. A galena-sphalerite 
association occurs in a calcitized contact zone on the western
contact of a slightly west of north trending dyke on the 

shoreline of claim SSM 17038. This has been traced for some 
three hundred feet and has a width varying from one to seven 
inches. In places, the galena appears quite massive. There 
is a slight association of chalcopyrite.

Other minerals associated with the diabase area 
are hematite and calcite which are present in limited amounts 
in most of the dykes.

Middle Keweenawan:

Amygdaloidal lavas are exposed along the northern 
shore of the peninsula where a shallow remnant overlies the 
Algoman? granites. The lavas are of a basaltic nature, 
generally carbonated and c .t in places by a narrow calcite 
dyke and veinlets some of which have an asbestoform appearance,

A small amount of copper sulphate staining has 
been noted along the southern rim of the amygdaloid, however, 
neither the quantity of copper present, nor the depth 
possibility of the amygdaloid in these areas, is such as to 
suggest economic possibilities.

Upper Keweenawan:

A small patch of rusty conglomerate is exposed
on the shoreline in the southwestern corner of claim SSM 19536. 
The full extent of the exposure is approximately fifty feet by 
one hundred feet. The conglomerate is much sheared and altered.
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Post Keweenawan:?

There are suggestions of small intrusions of fine 
grained basic dyke material in the amygdaloid. These may 
representa later age intrusion of diabase or may be merely a 
separate phase of the lava flows. Outlines of the material 
are not clearly defined.

Recent:

On the south shore on claim SSH 170^.6, are exposd 
a few small sandstone dykes ranging up to six inches in width. 
They assume a vertical or near vertical attitude within the 
Algoman? granites. The.se are for the present assumed to 
consist of water washed sands of recent age filling pre-existing 
fractures. The nature of the cementing agent has not been 
determined.

Topography:

With the exception of the amygdaloid areas, topo 
graphy in extremely rugged and sharp changes in elevations are 
coramonplace. The shoreline is very rough throughout, possibly 
due to varied weathering qualities of rock exposures.

Structural features:

Evidence of first degree or reginai faulting is 
clearly indicated bv a broad but steep draw, trending in a 
direction of M - 10O - E across claims SSH 17046, 17037 and 
1953(j. The southern extremities of this feature are outlined 
by vertical cliff faces on either side, continuing to the 
water's edge at the southern shore of the peninsula. 
Approaching the-northern shore, the outline becomes less distinct 
and the cliff faces grade into more gentle slopes.

There is no evidence of movement along this fault 
and as at least one north-east trending diabase dyke has been 
traced across this area, little if any movement has occurred 
since the Lower Keweenawan, although it is possible that some 
movement occurred prior to this period.

Many small localized fai. Its are observed around 
the entire shoreline. These assume varying strike dir-ctions.

Further inland, topographical expressions of
faulting are not defined clearly enough to definitely outline 
these structures. ./ork completed to date, however, indicates 
a structure having, a north-west trend closely paralleling the 
common boundary betv.een claims S SK 1703?. and 17033. Offset 
movements of this feature are suggested by the dyke outline 
indicated some 500 feet south o*' the base line at this point. 
A low marshy valley indicates the soutnern continuation. Until 
more information is available, this feature has been omitted 
from the geological plan.



Mineralization:

An occurrence of galena and sphalerite is located 
on the west shore of the peninsula on claim SSM 17038. It is 
located in a calcitized contact forming the west wall of a 
narrow diabase dyke trending N - B - W at this point. The 
zone is quite persistent and has been t raced for some 300 feet 
before disappearing under the lake at either end. The vein 
varies in width from one to aeven inches and might average 
approximately six inches wide for its entire length. It is 
heavily mineralized with galena and to a lesser extent, with 
sphalerite and minor amounts of chalcopyrite. The sulphides 
appear very clean and free from mineral associations. 
Structural conditions suggest th;\t greater widths should not 
be expected for the deposit, although its length might extend 
for some distance under the lake.

Five radioactive areas have been located on the 
property ard are described as follows:

#1 - Located in the south west quarter of claim SSw 17124, 
the showingco nsists of a fine grained diauase dyke trending 
slightly north of west ar.d having a width of approximately 
twenty feet. At the close of the seasons work, the contact 
zone had been stripped for a length of some one hundred and 
thirty feet, in which radioactivity was noted over a length of 
about eighty fuet. No mineralization or oxidized pr oducts 
of uranium minerals have been observed in the exposure.

Two srnaples selected at random, and forewarded to 
the Department of Mines and Resources, Radioactivity Division, 
at Ottawa, returned the following results:

Lab. # Sample # Activity Equivalent

3694
G -

3695
G -

- A
310

- A
311

1 0.5277 1*

2 0 .421 "j*

U308 0.67^

" 0.60/i

U308

n

Samples /fi, on chemical analysis, resulted as 
follows :

Lab #________Sample #      -# U308 

R - 827 l 0.66

Nine shallow rock trenches spaced at random 
intervals along the indicated length; of radioactivity, were 
bulk sampled, and a sample of some five hundred pounds of 
rock were removed and shipped to the Bureau of Mines, Department 
of Mines and Resources at Ottawa for testing purposes.
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/-2 This showing which at present appears to be 
the most important yet located on the group is located on the 
south part of claim SSM 17045. The showing consists of 
pitchblende bearing shear located within a diabase dyke, both 
trending north-west. The shear has been stripped for a length 
of seventy feet and is found to vary in width fron two to eleven 
feet, although strong radioactivity does not persist throughout 
this entire width.

Selected samples from first surface blasting 
returned the following results from Dominion Magnesium Ltd., 
Haley's Station, Ontario.

Sample Ghent. Equiv. U3Q8

176
177
178
179

68
69
70
71

1.90#
1.08#
1.55*
1.57/0

A zone, some feet long, withinthe shear was 
outlined within which geiger counter indications were ^ 15 on 
10 M scale (1). This area was drilled off and blasted, after 
which a bulk sample of approxirra tely 750 piunds was removed 
and shipped to the Bureau of Mines at ottawa for testing 
purposes. On either side of the area sampled, lower geiger 
readings were obtained.

Electronics Associates Inst. EA - 130 Serial # 90 (1)

The sampling method used, consisted of holes 
drilled to a depth of one foot and spaced approximately IS 
inches apart, loaded with one-quarter stick of 40/a forcite 
and blasted under laergjng. The sample was not hand picked 
but average appearing rock fragments, from individual areas 
were used.

# 3 - Located on the western shore section of claim 
SSM 19536, the showing consists of a small pitchblende stringer 
about 1/8 inch in width arid ten inches long, occurring in biotite 
gneiss of the Batchawari series. It could not be traced further 
although rock is exposed for a lea*, one hundred feet in all 
directions.

No work was done on this showing and it isnot 
considered to be of economic importance.



#4 This showing is similar in all respects to # 3 
and is located south of the latter, along the shore of Lake 
Superior on claim SSM 1703B. When the lake is rough, the 
deposit is inacessable.

#5 Located in the eastern section of claim SSM 
19536 on the east side of a north by north-west striking 
diabase dyke, the showing is similar in appearance to # l, 
as previously described. It is weakly radioactive and appears 
to be localized. One shallow pit has been blasted open, and 
a sample of about forty pounds, numbered 5-1 has been sent 
for analysis.

Several exposures of barren appearing quartz 
occur on the property. One of these, located on claim SSM 
17047, some 600 feet south along the shore line from the 
galenasphalerite deposit previously described, was sampled 
with the following results: (2)

Sample j}____Oz.Au. Ton.___Qz. Ag, Ton,

4309
4310
4311
4312
4313
4314
4315
4316
4317
4313

0.01
0.01
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Nil
Nil
Tr.
Nil

^
-
-
-
-
 
 
-

Tr.
0.05

The vein appears to occur in a north-east striking 
fault, and has been traced for 550 feet -inland from the shore, 
indicating a width of at lee;st 15 feet. No mineralization 
was noted. Samples were taken at 50 foot intervals, the 
first being taken at the shore.

Minor concentrations of copper in the f orm of 
copper sulphate, have been observed within the amygdaloidal 
basalts, close to its southern contact with the Algoman? 
granite. It is ar.sumed t'lat present indications represent a 
breakdown of chalcopyrite mineralization. Neither the 
quantity of copper present nor the indicated thickness of the 
amygdaloid would suggest economic possibilities.

Snail localized occurrences of chalcopyrite have 
been observed in fractures in diabase dykes tnro ghout the area.

(2) J.tf.N. Bell Laboratories. Haileybury, Ont.
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Mat-.ietometer Survey

Purpose:

Geiogical mapping proceedures, in a few case?, 
were unable to outline diabase dykes throughout the entire 
length of the scattered exposures on the eastern half of the 
property. Other diabase outcrops appeared spaced at 
distances too great to be a ligned. Therefore, a magnetometer 
survey was proposed to more thoroughly investigate these areas 
in order t.^ complete the geological plan.

Method:

Preliminarypreparations of line cutting including 
an east-west base line and north-south picket line at intervals 
of 400 feet were completed. Ghainage pickets were establish 
at intervals of 100 feet on all lines. A control station was 
established at a camps, te located on the north-east quarter of 
claim SSM 19536. In order to maintain t .e b -j s t possible 
field control, the crev; maintained a fourteen hour day during 
the period of the survey, thus completing the field work in the 
shortest possible time. A total of 42,900 feet of line were 
completed in 429 set ups.

Interpretation and Results:

Magnetic indications were too er atic to
perrait any logical interpretation. Continuous observations 
indicated that no magnetic storms existed in the area at the 
tirr.e of the survey.

Therefore it must be stated that, as yet, no 
results have been obtained from the survey.
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